NOTES:

1. USE ONLY SLAC APPROVED MACHINING FLUIDS PER SC-700-866-47.
2. MACHINE, DEBURR, AND POLISH PER SC-700-866-49.
3. VIBRA-ETCH OR SCRIBE PART NUMBER AND REVISION APPROXIMATELY WHERE SHOWN.
4. THIS COMPONENT IS DELICATE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. TAKE APPROPRIATE STEPS TO INSURE NO VISIBLE SCRATCHES OR DENTS LOCATED INTERNALLY.
5. FINAL CLEANING PER SLAC PLATING SHOP PROCESS SPECIFICATION CS9. SLAC PUB 07-03-04-09, OR EQUIV.

SECTION B-B

ISOMETRIC VIEW

SCALE: 1:10

ESTIMATED MASS 25.778 lbm

ALUMINUM ALLOY (WELDABLE TO 6061-T6)

STOCK NO.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

PF-490-702-66

ILC L-BAND RF PWR DISTR CIRC WG PUMP SPOOL PIECE PUMPOUT WRAPAROUND

REV: 0

DESCRIPTION

DRAWING APPROPRIATE